
Campus
Confidential
Four top-tier B-schools don't disclose
grades. Now that policy is under attack

TUDENTS AT SOME TOP-
ranked B-schools have a
secret. If s something they
can't share even if it
means losing a job offer.
If s one some have worked
hard for and should be

proud of, but instead they keep it to them-
selves. The secret is their grades.

At four of the nation's 10 most elite
B-schools—including Harvard, Stanford,
and Chicago—students have adopted
policies that prohibit them or their
schools from disclosing grades to re-
cruiters. The idea is to reduce competi-
tiveness and eliminate the risk associated
with taking difficult courses. But critics
say the only thing nondisclosure reduces
is one of the most important lessons
B-schools should teach: accountability.

It's a debate that's flaring up on
B-school campuses across the country.
And nowhere is it more intense than at
University of Pennsylvania's Wharton
School, where students, faculty, and ad-

ministrators have locked horns over a
school-initiated proposal that would ef-
fectively end a decade of grade secrecy at
BusinessWeek's No.3-ranked B-school.
It wouldn't undo disclosure rules but
would recognize the top 25% of each
class—in effect outing everyone else. It
was motivated, says Vice-Dean Anjani
Jain in a recent Wharton Journal article,
by the "disincentivizing effects" of
grade nondisclosure, which he says
faculty blame for lackluster academic

Close to the Vest
Students at Chicago, Wharton, Stanford, and Harvard have elected not to
reveal grades to recruiters. Here are the two sides of the debate:

performance and student dis-
engagement.

Just how contentious are
things at Wharton? In cross-list-
ed classes, Jain wrote, under-
grads outperform MBAs, and
the gap is widening. Annual
student surveys, he wrote, show
that the amount of time stu-
dents spend on academics has
fallen by 22% in just four years.
Some of Wharton's best faculty
have stopped teaching MBA
classes altogether, he added.
And those who continue now go
to great lengths to keep students
in check. Many prohibit late ar-
rivals, talking, and cell phones.
Others take attendance, as Har-
vard Business School does, or
give weekly quizzes to make
sure students show up for class.
"Just like with traffic," says Ed-

ward I. George, a Wharton statistics pro-
fessor. "You need traffic lights to func-
tion properly."

RECRUITER TURN-OFF
PROFESSORS AREN'T THE only ones
complaining. Recruiters say nondisclo-
sure forces them to resort to interview
techniques that test a candidate's
quantitative skills. One is the "case inter-
view," which requires job candidates to
dissect complex case studies on the spot.
In the absence of grades, Andrew
Schwedel, who oversees recruiting at
Bain & Co.'s San Francisco and Palo Alto
(Calif.) offices, asks detailed questions to
evaluate a candidate's potential—every-
thing from study group experiences to the
courses they took. Richard McNulty, a for-
mer recruiter who heads career develop-
ment at Dartmouth's Tuck School of Busi-
ness, which discloses grades, says
nondisclosure puts good students at a
disadvantage and may discourage re-
cruiters from coming to campus. Says
McNulty: "I don't think eliminating
grades would do anything but create more
of a challenge [for recruiters]. Students
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